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Research Themes
INNOVATION SCIENCE: Building the community across 15
disciplines.
b. VIRTUAL TEAMS & ORGANIZATIONS: Collaboration
across boundaries.
c. TEAM CREATIVITY: Teams at the highest level of
creativity.
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Need for Collaboration in Knowledge Generation
Most of the work still to be done in science
and the useful arts is precisely that
which needs knowledge and cooperation
of many scientists and disciplines.
That is why it is necessary for scientists and
technologists in different disciplines to meet
and work together, even those in branches of
knowledge which seem to have least relation
and connection with one another.
Antoine Lavoisier, 1793

Evolution of Driving Questions
What makes teams extraordinarily creative?
Where are the studies on highly creative teams?
Does complexity theory provide the framework?
What is the key to the E=mc² of teams – a
fundamental and critical relationship?
• What flows?
• What contains that flow?

•
•
•
•

“Talent hits a target no one else can hit; Genius
hits a target no one else can see.” ‐ Schopenhauer

Teams at the Highest Level of Creativity –
Thesis:
Highest level of team creativity depends on:
1. Emergence of complex social structure
(complexity theory)
2. That enables flow of information and
confluence of points of view (constructal
theory)

.

Messy Area (many views with limited integration)
• 25 theories of virtual teams (Schiller & Mandviwalla,
2007)
• 31 theories of organizations (Hult, 2011)
• 42 theories of creativity (Greene, 2001)
• 30 theories of learning (Ning, 2010; Ribes, 1977)
• 16 theories of leadership (Northouse, 2012)
• 50 types of organizational design (Beyerlein)
• 8 schools of economics thought (Radzicki, 2003)

What are the underlying principles that tie these
diverse views together?
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Flow of Inanimate Materials
http://trailtodd.wordpress.com/2012/02/26/caught‐up‐in‐the‐flow/

The Ubiquitous Pattern of Flow – Branching –
point to area and area to point flow structure

“…flow systems evolve to minimize
imperfections, reducing friction or other forms
of resistance, so that the least amount of
useful energy is lost.” – Bejan 2008

The constructal law:
"For a finite‐size system to persist in time (to live), it
must evolve in such a way that it provides easier
access to the imposed currents that flow through
it.“ – Bejan 1996
Access depends on design. Design evolves to
enable flow. When this stops, the system dies.
Design features: patterns, appearance, rhythms,
configurations, geometry, scaling rules, etc.
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Branching Design in Knowledge – Concept Maps
– levels of abstraction creating greater scope

http://courses.education.illinois.edu/edpsy317/sp03/learning‐maps/hongil.gif

Branching Design in Knowledge ‐ Taxonomies

Schematic tree of newer hypotheses for phylogenetic relationships among major groups of
eukaryotes

Mapping the Evolution of Co‐Authorship Networks
http://iv.cns.iu.edu/ref/iv04contest/Ke‐Borner‐Viswanath.gif.
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‐ Emergence of channels for flow of communication of ideas
‐ Emergence of new tools of visual language for expression of ideas
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“For a finite‐size open system to persist in
time (to survive) it must evolve in such a
way that it provides easier and easier
access to the currents that flow through it.”
‐ Adrian Bejan, Duke University, 1996

Flow Capacity






Channel capacity from micro to macro
Evolving system of channels
Minimize resistance to flow over time
Increase capacity over time
Soft and hard infrastructure and their
interdependence – a sociotechnical system
 Smarter? (more adaptive)

Meaning is context dependent.
Context is an onion.

Cultures of the team members’
organizations

Core values and assumptions of the
team member

Conditions for Flow –
Trust as an index of flow capability
“When trust is present, people are excited about what they
do; they collaborate freely, channels of communication,
sharing ideas become the norm, and people are not afraid to
make mistakes. They take pride in the organization they work
for, are committed to the people they work with, and are
more productive in their jobs” (Reina, 2006).

What flows in teams?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Memory
Decisions
Money
Materials
Energy
Data
Information
Emoting
Perceiving
Imagining
Ideas

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advising
Innovating
Promoting
Developing
Organizing
Producing
Inspecting
Maintaining
Work
MEANING
Capability

(meaning = valuing of information perceived in a context)

What contains the flow (or enables it)?
• Relationships (social network)
• Channels
• Language (medium for expressing ideas ‐
verbal, nonverbal, graphic, numeric, musical,
etc.)
• Languaculture (Agar, 1994 ‐‐ grammar &
vocabulary PLUS the context of past
knowledge, local and cultural information,
habits, and behaviors)
• Routines that support the nonroutine

What determines effectiveness of flow in
team conversation?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Trust (flow is stifled without it)
Co‐location (more opportunity)
Shared mental models (easier understanding)
Openness to change (listening)
Common interests/goals (joint focus)
Shared languaculture (given or emergent)
Supportive infrastructure (enabling)

(A² + B) *C + (D*E*F*G*) (maybe)
Mediocrity is the option to optimizing flow.

Collaboration always requires crossing
boundaries: Are you In or Out?

Myriad Boundaries/Borders/Hurdles
Physical
Geographic
Departmental
Disciplinary
Company
Country
Cultural
Language
Project
Hierarchical
Skills
Knowledge
Technical
Gender
Age
Ethical
Philosophical

• Time
• Control authority (who is
leading what?)
• Task (what are we doing?)
• Identity (who are we?)
• Political (who do I trust?)
• Organizational (vertical &
horizontal)
• Economic
• Historical
• Individual (assumptions,
values, biases, goals, styles…)
• Institutional (competitors,
regulators, supply chain)
• Theoretical

Crossing Boundaries Reduces Individual
Competence and Flow of Meaning
(Inverse‐Square Law?)
Expertise
(Field Strength)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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You cross cultural boundaries every day.

Improving Team Channels for Flow of Meaning
• Homogeneity of members (speak the same language, see
through similar lens) but less diverse perspectives
• Expertise – know what, how, why, care why – informed,
competent
• Committed – focused attention, investment of effort
• Communication skills for clarity and safety and openness
• Embedded in common culture (historical context or
created) ‐ shared vision/mission/values/goals
• Effective leadership
– Enabling
– Shared

Complexity theory versus Constructal theory
Complex Systems Perspective
Constructal theory
Dynamic Stability ‐
Flow architecture (flow structure)
homeodynamics
Emergence, sensitive to initial
Change of structure (design change)
conditions
Global objective and global
Environment & fit
constraints & fit
Fractal ‐ simple interactions yield
Equilibrium flow architecture
complex results
Nonlinearity
Fundamental relation
Dynamic network
Nonequilibrium architectures
Edge of chaos, open system
Increased freedom to morph
Self‐organization
Evolution toward greater flow access
Adapted from: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constructal_theory

Emergence of Complex Structure

Complexity Theory

Growing Knowing Flowing
A “team” emerges over time as shared experience
leads to development of a complex network of
relationships – members depending one each other to
create synergies.

"Learning is a process of transforming
experience into knowledge, skills, and
attitudes through a variety of processes"
(Galbraith, 1995).

Complicated or Complex Systems
(knowledge or structure or both)

• Complicated – many parts without interdependence
• Complex – parts interacting dynamically and
nonlinearly with new patterns of behavior emerging
High performance team

complex

Real team

Potential team

Psuedo‐team

Working group

complicated
Ad‐hoc group

Isolated individuals

Simple

Weaving Content and Process Expertise Together
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Can collaboration push out the limits?
Only if system complexity matches problem complexity.

http://www.johndcook.com/blog/2008/04/page/2

“Groups with a high average individual cognitive complexity have the
highest cognitive complexity as a group only if the quality of their
interactions is high” (Cursea, et al. 2007).

What is a team?

Social

Knowing

A social system
An intellectual system
An organizational system
A social‐intellectual‐organizational system for achieving
goals dependent on multiple perspectives – with a past
and a future
Intellectual

•
•
•
•

Flowing

Emergence and Self‐organization
• process of deriving new and coherent structures, patterns and
properties in a complex system over time
• observable at a macro‐level, though they generated by micro‐
level elements (∑parts ≠ whole)
• unpredictable and nonlinear, where Chaos and order meet –
just like “creativity”
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meaning depends on organization & context
http://llk.media.mit.edu/projects/emergence/index.html

Creativity Episodes across Time during a Project
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Scope (local‐global)
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Blue dots represent
creative episodes.
Everyday

Low
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Originality (local‐global) High

“…building the boat while going down river” – Purser & Pasmore 1992

c

A Eight‐Member Team Linked to
Representatives of Eight Other Teams

Work flows through the social network.

Collaboration

Coalition
Coordination
Cooperation
Networking
Indirect contact – Asynchronous
No contact – Solitary reflection
Seven Levels of Sharing During Teamwork

Multi‐team System (MTS)

‐ From Rob Cross and Andrew Parker

View of a Company Network
I frequently or very
frequently receive
information from this person
that I need to do my job.

Function
= Product Line A
= Operations
= Small Accounts
= Product Line B
= Product Line C
= HR/Finance
= Large Accounts
= President

©2002 Patti Anklam

Why do Face‐to‐Face teams seem to function
better than Virtual Teams?
We assume they do?
More contact time?
More informal contact time?
Information interactions?
Convenience of contact?
Richer feedback during interactions – body language,
etc.?
• Comfort from shared history?
• Skill level (not diminished by technology interface)?
• No technology problems?
•
•
•
•
•
•
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• 'knowledge' = an entity's solutions to
problems of its life (Popper, 1972)
• Knowledge – cognitive and cultural capture of
ways of coping with a changing environment

The Nature of Knowledge Work
• Collaborating = People working together to get
something done
• Learning = continually enhancing capacity to create
what they want to
• Creating = making something new (out of something
old)
• Innovating = transforming ideas or inventions into
products or processes or services or strategies or…

Levels of Creativity vs. Levels of Knowledge
• Primitive and intuitive
expression
• Academic and technical
level
• Inventive level
• Innovative level
• Genius level
‐ A. Taylor, 1959

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Novice
Beginner
Competent
Proficient
Expert
Master
World Class

‐ Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1975; Wiig,
1987

Where is the team version of each of these lists?
Is deep process knowledge as important as deep content
knowledge?

Defining Creativity
• An emergent property of the relationship between order and
disorder (Montouri, 2003)
• New ideas + New decisions = Creativity (Segal 2010)
• Ability to transcend traditional ideas, rules, patterns, and
relationships to create meaningful new ideas; originality or
imagination. http://www.allstarvinylsigns.com/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=532

The definitions drive the research choices!

Agenda: Drivers of Innovation
Intellectual
Capital
Collaboration
Creativity
INNOVATION
Human
Capital

Leadership
Capital

Learning

Infrastructure –
organizational & technical

WHAT does the team create?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relationships
Trust
History
Stories
Patterns of behavior
Routines
Habits
Skills and competencies
New methods of research
Momentum/motivation/
energy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes
Products
Strategies
Services
Rituals
Structures and
substructures
Tools and aids
Ideas
New knowledge
Stable system

Multiple perspectives of complex phenomena:
psychologist

researcher
sociologist

learning
scientist

designer

philosopher

http://emergent-culture.com/alice-and-the-rabbit-holographic-universe

How do we integrate multiple perspectives –
compound eye and brain storming

http://www.microscopesupply.com/images/speci
mennew/016aak07‐016abc40x‐housefly‐
compoundeye‐w.m.jpg

http://positivepsychologynews.com/ppnd_wp/wp‐
content/uploads/2009/12/brainstorming‐5.jpg

As you move through the data‐to‐knowledge continuum the
material takes on increasing levels of context and meaning
and the perceiver increasing levels of understanding as a
result.

Low

Context Information

High
Understanding
Knowledge

Information
Data
Low

Breadth of Perspective

High

Fragility of Ideas in Conversation
“A new idea is delicate. Speed is critical. It can be killed
by a sneer or a yawn. It can be stabbed to death by a
quip and worried to death by a frown on someone’s
brow. And, of course, it can be strangled by a
committee.”
‐ Howard Tullman

Assumptions: Optimizing Flow to Maximize
Creativity in Teams
• Great teams are complex systems – dynamic and
interdependent.
• The evolving structure enables multiple channels to
carry significant flow to achieve goals.
• Constructal Theory explains that evolution.
• The creative team is complexified –to match the
complexity of the problem.

Two Final (?) Questions
• Is the complexity‐flow explanation of creative
knowledge generation scalable?
• Is creativity the right focus?

The Menu of Designs for Collaboration
Work teams
Virtual project team
Multi‐team system
Loose Network
Virtual organization
Professional organization or community

What if I am asking the wrong question?
What if the question is:
What social‐intellectual structure best matches
the problem it addresses?
A question of complexification.

Need for development of new knowledge generation
and intellectual capability

Complexity of
Environment/Challenge

High

New question: Does the need for the a
complexity‐creativity match increase as
the scope of the challenge increases?

Low
Individual

Team

Multi-Team Virtual
System Organization
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